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CHURCH SERVICES 

‘Lockdown’ has been followed by changes to our normal Church Services.  

Currently, The Church of the Resurrection is open for Church of England 

services until further notice: 

 Sunday Worship - 9.30am - Parish Eucharist 

Thursdays – 10.30am - Church open for private prayer 

Further details can be found on Our Website: www.resurrection.org.uk or 

by contacting our Vicar Revd. Tracey McLoughlin or one of our 

Churchwardens (Details on reverse of magazine) 

 

                Disabled Toilets                          Hall for Hire 

 

Assistance Dogs Welcome          Baby Changing Facilities 
 

 

     Visitor Parking                            Supporting Fairtrade Goods 

 Organ                                            Hearing / Induction Loop   

   Large Print Service Books             Wider Car Parking Spaces 

        Toilets                                        Wheelchair Access Ramp   

If you have difficulty in travelling to church please contact the 

Churchwarden for assistance (Telephone numbers on back page)     

http://www.resurrection.org.uk/
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A MESSAGE FROM OUR VICAR   

                                                                                                                                             

I’m walking the dog and watching the autumn leaves falling, feeling the chill 

in the air, the fields golden, ready for 

harvest.  Hang on – what happened to 

summer!!  Well the spring and summer 

came and went, we were locked in, 

allowed out in bubbles, we donned 

masks and stood apart.  All our basic 

human interactions taken away from us 

in a bid to stop the spread the of 

coronavirus across the world, a global 

pandemic.  It’s really been a step into the 

unknown and still a challenge now.  It’s 

hard to reign people in again when lots 

have been through so much, losing loved 

ones, losing jobs and livelihoods.  When we could see family and friends 

again, was wonderful.   

This has changed our lives forever and though we were not prepared, we are 

learning to adapt and get on with it.   This week I saw an advert on the 

television, guaranteeing delivery of a new suite in time for CHRISTMAS!!  

What, already!  We are guaranteed the delivery of something awesome, but 

no, it’s not a fabulous new sofa but a fabulous new King, something you just 

can’t live without. Born where there were no home comforts, but in a smelly 

stable, in a cradle for animal feed, in the surroundings belonging to sheep 

and cows.   

And with the arrival of Jesus, we are given new hope in a God who never 

changes and is there for us always.  With what we have survived through the 

last seven months, in all those changes we can be sure that there is one 

constant on which we can depend which will strengthen us and help us to 
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cope with change.  Of course, Covid-19 is still with us and it is important to 

heed the advice we’ve been given to wash our hands, wear a face covering 

and keep our distance to ensure safety for everyone.  These are changes we 

are learning to live with, whatever they may bring, but we know that we can 

face it with Jesus who is the same yesterday, today and forever; in Him we 

can cope with anything.  

Rev Tracey 

 

                                         TO BRING A SMILE……... 

James (age 4) was listening to a bible story.  His Dad read: “The man named 

Lot was warned to take his wife and flee out of the city, but his wife looked 

back and was turned into salt.” Concerned, James asked, “What happened to 

the flea?” 

Emma (age 5) asked her Granny how old she was. Granny replied she was so 

old she didn’t remember any more. Emma said, “If you don’t remember you 

must look in the back of your knickers.  Mine say five to six. 

Beth (age 4) had an earache and wanted a painkiller.  She tried in vain to take 

the lid off the bottle.  Seeing her frustration, her Mum explained it was a 

child proof cap and she would have to open it for her.  Eyes wide with 

wonder, the little girl asked, “How does it know it’s me?” 

Steven (age 3) hugged and kissed his Mum good night. “I love you so much 

that when you die, I’m going to bury you outside my bedroom window.”   

David (age 4) stepped onto the bathroom scale and asked “How much do I 

cost”                   

                                                                Submitted by E & B Cauldwell 
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AROUND THE LIVERPOOL DIOCESE 

Ordination at Liverpool Cathedral 

Often during 2020, the thoughts of our congregation have been with our 

hardworking Reader Fran Humphry and her husband Gary.  (Third down on 

the left of the ‘Zoom’ photographs). The weekend of 26th September 2020 

was very special, culminating in Fran’s ordination as a priest at Liverpool 

Cathedral along with 10 others and 25 new deacons. 

 

Fran and Gary have attended the Church of the Resurrection since the early 

2000’s, both contributing to all aspects of church life. Working initially with 

Rvd Steve Elstob and his wife Jan, they worked with others in supporting the 

11.00am Sunday Family Service in Cinnamon Brow School. Later, both 

became members of the PCC. Mentored by Rvd Steve Elstob, and supported 

by Gary and vicars Rvd. Denise Williams and Rvd. Tracey Mc Loughlin, Fran 

took up her studies to become a Reader at our church, later being called to 

become a Priest.  After being licensed earlier this year and recorded via 

‘Zoom’ technology, Fran has since taken up her post as curate at the West  
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Wigan Hub within our diocese. 

Along with many organisations, this 

year brought many challenges for the 

Church of England. Sadly, due to 

restrictions, family and friends have 

not been able to attend licensing and 

ordination services. Bishop Bev 

assures us that “God has always 

called his deacons and priests to be agile and adaptive to circumstances and 

ministers of faith, hope and love.  These are such testing times, but it is to 

such time as this, that the Almighty God has called these servants and friends 

of his to be deacons and priests. It 

can feel a daunting task, but with 

the calling comes the anointing, and 

in the anointing comes the 

equipping, the enabling and the 

releasing. The vision, the mission 

and the ministry are God’s, which 

God shares with those whom he has 

called.”  

We hope you enjoy looking at 

the images from Fran’s special 

day. We all send our love and 

best wishes to Fran and Gary 

as they begin a new and 

exciting chapter in their lives, 

continuing in the service of 

our Lord. 

View this wonderful spiritual 

service via https://youtu.be/ZVqxblJbeOM 
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CINNAMON BROW TODDLERS                    

 

Our Toddler group continued to thrive up to the last session 13th March 2020. 

Sadly, since then, our smaller members and their carers have not been able 

to meet, play and socialise in the usually safe and caring environment of our 

church hall. 

Until we receive further advice, we are unable to 

resume toddler sessions.  As soon as we can meet 

again, we will communicate further. 

Meanwhile, keep your family safe and well.  If you 

require any further details please contact             

Sheila Taylor Tel: 01925 694092 

      Sheila Taylor               

 

 

CHURCH AND SCHOOL LINKS                                 

Brook Acre Community Primary School 

 

Whilst working on the content of our Spring edition magazine (March 2020) 

we found ourselves in a unique emergency situation as Covid-19 Virus was 

spreading around the world at a rapid rate.  The government ordered all 

schools to close 20th March 2020 and so the children at Brook Acre said 

goodbye to their friends and teachers, not knowing when they would return 

to normality.   

 

What responses to this emergency did our schools give? How could they  

provide positive explanations to the children without causing upset?    
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On checking information from the Brook Acre school website, assurances 

were provided in a school newsletter from Head Teacher Jo Holmes.              

Jo outlined the school resolve to remain positive, keeping hygiene a priority 

while continuing with life as normally as possible, and by providing positive 

explanations for children who were facing 

a chapter in their lives that is confusing 

enough for adults.   

Like many schools, Brook Acre School 

provided packs of information and home 

learning for the children and further 

advice and guidance on staying safe, well 

and protecting the wellbeing of family 

and friends.  The school assured families 

that they remained open for telephone and email communication for a 

further week.   

As I write now, children and students are returning to schools and colleges 

after a long break from their normal routines.  In preparation. schools have 

prepared written protective measures for their return which include 

staggered start and finish times, bringing minimal items to school, 

sanitisation of home reading books and the temporary cessation of school 

assemblies and extra-curricular activities.  

Over the last few months and in keeping with our local schools, Brook Acre 

has kept in touch with its community.  Messages to families have included 

references to the wonderful community in which we live and requests that 

we all look after and care for those around us. Heart-warming messages 

which I feel sure are replicated by all schools throughout the country as we 

grapple with a situation we have never faced in over a hundred years.    

For many adults, Covid 19 has caused grief, anxiety, fear and helplessness.  

For many, it has galvanised a response which has strengthened our 

communities. As our children return to their places of learning, we pray they  
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are protected……..  

Loving God, your Son told his disciples to become like little children. 

Lead us to work for the welfare and protection of all young people. 

May we respect their dignity that they may flourish in life, following the 

example of the same Jesus Christ our Lord, Amen 

Cathy Webster 

 

 

Looking back, members of Cinnamon Brow Mothers’ Union should be proud 

of their efforts to raise funds for local and international charities.  Although 

we are a small group, we have managed to send donations to assist families 

in need, and to also fund disadvantaged local families to have a few days 

holiday in this country, away from it all (AFIA.) We have also supported 

efforts to improve women’s literacy in the UK and in developing countries. 

Over time, we also enjoy a few trips out together and love to visit and learn 

about our local community.  During 2019, one such visit was to Irlam Railway 

Station which turned out to a be particularly interesting trip. 

Pre-purchased tickets in hand, we arrived at 

Padgate station just before 11,00am, to await 

our Manchester bound train.  Within fifteen 

minutes we had alighted at Irlam Station and 

entered the front door of the building.  In front 

of us was a welcoming café area seating a 

number of individuals enjoying coffee and cake 

(and some possibly nursing an alcoholic drink!) 

with their friends.  Others were possibly were filling in a few minutes whilst 
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waiting for their train.  It was certainly very 

warm and welcoming.  However, we had 

booked ahead for a lunch so we took a left-

hand turn towards the dining room, passing 

interesting displays of old railway 

memorabilia on our right.  The memorabilia 

included old suitcases, antique railway 

signage, destination posts and rail workers 

tools.  To our left, we observed old style rail 

carriages comfortably customed with plush 

upholstery and long dining tables fashioned 

to seat customers, enabling them to observe the passing trains traversing 

between Manchester and Liverpool.   

On entering the dining room, we noticed interesting display cases which 

contained local memorabilia about Irlam Station outlining the history of the 

building and the construction of the local rail system.  The walls were covered 

with old fashioned adverts for travel, along with more ancient signage from 

various North West Railway Stations.  There was also a flat screen television 

which provided patrons with a running commentary regarding the sterling 

efforts to save the station from dereliction and of the tremendous 

commitment by a local entrepreneur to preserve and fund the future 

community hub.  All efforts have been rewarded as Irlam Station is now a 

popular local centre which provides a meeting place and employment for 

local people. 

We all enjoyed the food items we chose for our light lunch, although some 

opted to order (and quickly demolish) the famous ‘Irlam Breakfast!’ 

Afterwards, we were able to meander around the station building examining 

exhibited articles.  We wandered upstairs to look at the old Irlam Clock and 

old photographs and documents which illustrated the hard times that 

generations of Irlam residents had suffered.  The items evidenced the 
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struggles of families working on land, in factories, buildings and mines.  

Additionally, there were also artefacts and information boards regarding local 

wartime heroes, along with poetry and verse about the area, produced by 

local writers.  Interestingly, a visit to the toilets provided us all with a trip 

down memory lane!  We observed the old penny ‘entrance’ slots positioned 

outside the cubicles and laughed at the inappropriate signage from another 

bygone age!  

At around three o’clock we all sauntered outside, observing a small 

children’s’ play area which included a model train. We also noticed the neat 

landscaping and the pathways leading down to a larger garden area.  

However, we could not linger as our train back to Padgate was due.  We 

walked under the subway and onto the other side – and were able to observe 

the magnificent façade of the railway building and ponder at the amazing 

number of artefacts contained therein, collected and curated for visitors to 

browse, contemplate and enjoy. 

Arriving back at Padgate station, we all agreed we had enjoyed a lovely trip 

out and at the same time 

supported a local initiative. 

The trip made a pleasant 

change from travelling by car 

or coach to a venue many 

miles away. Irlam Station is 

just on our doorstep not far 

from our own renovated 

station at Padgate, just a train 

ticket away.                

Fingers crossed; we will see 

our own treasured local station further refurbished at some time in the 

future………………                                                                                  Cathy Webster                                                                           
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                                                           QUOTES…….                                                 

There is as much chance of my becoming Prime Minister as there is of finding 

Elvis on Mars, or of my being decapitated by a frisbee or reincarnated as an 

olive - Boris Johnson (pre 2005!)  

Gardening-The best time to take cuttings is when no-one is looking - 

Bob Flowerdew 

Shopping-We live in an age when unnecessary things are our only necessities 

- Oscar Wilde 

For many years I thought innuendo was an Italian suppository –  

Spike Milligan 

 

A PLACE OF INTEREST 

The American Connection 

Early in February 2020 I was invited by my daughter and her husband for a 

few days holiday at their temporary home in Dorset.  The house ‘The Old 

Rectory’ was situated in the hamlet of Steeple and was of course next door to 

the Church of St Michael and All Angels, with a gate leading into the 

churchyard. 

My visit coincided with the monthly Sunday 

Communion service at the church so, despite the 

howling gales, we went. 

After the service, attended by no more than a dozen 

people, some local, some from Corfe Castle, the 

Rector produced a book entitled ‘111 Places in Poole 

That You Shouldn’t Miss,’ saying “They’ve sent us this 

because of the Washington connection, I suppose.” 

Naturally, I was intrigued and asked for more information, believing that 

George Washington the first American President, had his roots in the North 

of England.   
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After more conversation over coffee with the Rector and other members of 

the congregation, and a bit more research, I discovered the following: - 

Agnes, heiress of the Washington family and ancestor of George Washington, 

First President of the United States of America, married Edmund Lawrence, 

whose family (as did hers) originated from the Duchy of Lancaster.  In 1540, 

the Lawrence’s moved to Steeple, while John, a descendant of the 

Washington’s, settled in Virginia, and became the great grandfather of 

George Washington. 

The stars and stripes of the American flag were derived from the quartering 

of the arms of the Lawrence’s of Steeple and the Washington’s.  These are 

seen in a number of places in the Church of St Michael and All Angels.  There 

is a stone memorial tablet over the east doorway of the north transept, 

another in the main porch and bosses on the barrel ceiling of the nave.  This 

‘mash-up’ coat of arms is identical to the design engraved into George 

Washington’s signet ring, and provided inspiration for the American flag we 

know today.  To honour this association, the Mayor of Washington D.C. 

presented the church with the City’s flag in 1977.  It is now hanging on the 

wall near the 1858-barrel organ, along with a letter stating that ‘your parish 

might appreciate some token of our mutual heritage.’ 

There is also another American connection with Steeple.  During the Second 

World War, when British and American troops trained for the Normandy 

landings on the requisitioned Purbeck coast, many Americans worshipped in 

the Steeple church ahead of their coming ordeal.      

Another interesting fact about the church is regarding the famous acting 

family the ‘Fox’s.  It is believed the family have a holiday home nearby.  The 

marriage of Emilia Fox (Silent Witness fame) to Jared Harris took place at this 

church 16th July 2005.                                                                             Mary Smith 

NB-Steeple is a delightful place, not far from Tyneham, ‘(the forgotten  
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village’) Studland Bay, Corfe Castle and Wareham.  Dorchester is about 15 

miles away. 

SILLY LABELS (Readers’ Digest) 

A scooter for children cautions “This product moves when used” 

A label on a kitchen knife cautions “Never try to catch a falling knife” 

One company wants its customers to know that the baking tray they bought 

“will get hot when used in an oven” 

An electric hand blender used to blend, chop and dice advises buyers “Never 

remove food from blades while the product is operating” 

 

THE RESURRECTION LADYBIRD 
 
Another update from a little Ladybird who alternates between a bush and 

plant pot in the home of a Church member................. 

 

Here is my latest news.  During 2020 most of the world has suffered from the 

effects of the Coronavirus.  For most of the time, I have been hidden in my 

corner, in the small bedroom of my friend.  I have occasionally ventured out 

onto the patio when the weather was warm and sunny, but I have not been 

out with my friend. For the time being, most of our visits have been curtailed.  

However, I have travelled to our local church in my friend’s pocket and have 

been able to listen to the services.  These are very different to previous years 

as there is no singing and the Communion Service is shorter.  We are hoping 

that soon things will be back to normal.  However, we learned that we will 

have to follow the rules for a long time. 

Whilst at home we have found the time passes more quickly when we read 

the Bible and say our prayers.  With our faith we hope that in the not too 
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distant future, our lives will return to normal.  We are all learning to pass our 

days in different ways.  Although my friend and I do not live locally, the 

Church of the Resurrection is always in our thoughts - one day my friend and I 

will return to Warrington. 

We never forget the kindness and love you have shown to us.  We will be 

back soon.  We pray each day for our friends in Cinnamon Brow and I trust 

and pray that when I next write to you, I will be able to tell you more about 

my adventures. 

May God hold you in the palm of his hand during the pandemic, we send our 

best wishes and prayers.                                                                                   Amen  

 

 

WATCH OUT FOR................                                                    
 
Reviews of books, music, exhibitions, television, radio, film and theatre 
productions, etc.,  

Visits to exhibitions, the cinema and theatre productions became impossible 
for those fortunate enough to have been relatively unaffected by Covid 19.  
Unusable theatre tickets were subject to donation, transfer or refund. Trips 
out were cancelled and social gatherings curtailed. Only recently have 
previously closed libraries and museums started to reopen, and if individuals 
feel comfortable with protective arrangements, they can return to enjoy the 
art of their choice.  Many will agree, the various facets of the arts scene are 
an important and necessary part of our culture and wellbeing.  

After experiencing the initial impact of Covid 19, the art world innovated, 
changed tack and produced media to sustain many millions of people stuck at 
home, experiencing worrying and unnatural changes in their lives. 

So, no specific review here in this section of the magazine, but instead an 
appreciative and positive reflection on what has been possible for some.  
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Whilst our NHS and emergency services were showing remarkable dedication 
and kindness, those enforced to stay at home may have been finding some 
old repeated films a little tedious! However, television companies did provide 
some newer big screen productions and also a raft of interesting dramas for 
all tastes to follow.  Programmes that whet our appetites to travel both at 
home and abroad, may have left some of us yearning to leave our homes, but 
virtually, what fantastic places we visited!  Programmes about the natural 
world with amazing colours and sounds seemed more intense, possibly 
making us appreciate God’s world a little more.  In a stilled and quiet world, 
those books left mouldering on our book shelves were brought down and 
read again along with other much-loved books, enjoyed even more.  For 
some, radio provided wonderful programmes, quizzes, debates, reports and 
music to suit all tastes.  These programmes demanded little from us but to 
listen, whilst perhaps carrying out our daily household tasks.  Some 
programmes (apart from the news bulletins) may have even encouraged us 
to relax more. 

Individuals found more time to continue with their own art interests.  Many 
forgotten DIY plans rekindled or new ones created.  Precious time was 
available to pursue interests to further develop and educate ourselves.   

Some gardens provided sanctuary and inspiration for those fortunate to have 
their own green space. Flowers and 
vegetables seemed to thrive more this 
year as we enjoyed a period of lovely, 
sunny weather.  Lockdown walks found 
locals enjoying our lovely parks here in 
north Warrington.  New local places were 
discovered as people left their cars at 
home to walk and cycle, and appreciate 
the wonderful natural art of our 
countryside. 

And then, there was time ‘just to be’.  
Perhaps this gift of time brought us closer 

to our God? 

Woodland Art – Houghton Pool April 2020                                                                      Editors                                                         
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 LIFE & ITS BLESSINGS 

THE NECESSITIES OF LIFE? 

 

Do you recall the days before Mothering Sunday, 22nd March 2020?  

The impending news about Coronavirus was triggering national concern, 

causing many individuals to worry about how they were going to manage the 

health and wellbeing of their families, and whether there would be enough 

food and necessities to sustain normal daily requirements.  There was also 

mounting concern whether there would be enough supplies of the basics 

such as bread, eggs, milk, pasta, rice, flour and toilet rolls.  Many were aghast 

when it became evident that some shoppers were stockpiling items, which 

under normal circumstances would be in plentiful supply for all.  

I voiced my concerns to my eldest daughter.  Our household could cope with 

(or without) most items until the shops could restock after unprecedented 

demands.  Unfortunately, despite our usual careful management of 

household things we had not been able to replace our 

normal stock of toilet rolls. Sadly, 22nd March 2020 

came with no Mothering Sunday Service at Church, a 

service I particularly enjoy for its shared warmth, love, 

remembrance and beautiful daffodils.  

Later that afternoon there was a knock at our front 

door.  Observing social distancing by standing by her 

car in the driveway, was my eldest daughter waving 

and pointing at my doorstep. 

No Family visit that day, but a lovely bunch of 

daffodils had been received, placed strategically 

within the centre of a very welcome toilet roll!!!  

                                                                                                            Cathy Webster                                                                                                                   
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HOME LIFE & ITS BLESSINGS                                                                             

We swore we would never say to our children…… 

• Money does not grow on trees 

• Wash your hands 

• Because I said so, that’s why 

• Shut that door, were you born in a barn? 

• Have you brushed your teeth? 

• Do not eat that, you will spoil your dinner 

• Do you think I am made of money? 

• Go to your room 

• Who do you think you are talking to? 

Contributed by Ruth Sanson 

 

TIME FOR THOUGHT ……                                                       

I was recently handed an article by Doreen Vickers who had been impressed 

by the thoughts of one of our great writers, Michael Morpurgo.  The article, 

featured on BBC Sounds, and then printed 

from the internet, was entitled ‘Keeping 

right on to the end of the road.’  

Michael tells us that what keeps him going 

is the young, the old, and the remarkably 

old.  He says “The young are beacons that burn bright with new hope, new 

energy, with the beauty of fervour, the joy of discovery.  To be with them, to 
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work with them, is to be inspired, feel the enchantment and excitement of 

youth again, to share it, to live in its glow.  With them, around them, playing, 

talking, working, the years peel away.  Age no longer wearies.  When they’ve 

gone, I know they have tired me, I sleep deep and wake contented, refreshed 

younger in heart.” 

How many of us resonate with these 

thoughts? 

Michael continues “Just as 

rejuvenating and energising to me are 

the examples of those who have lived 

long, and never aged, some of the 

generation before me, whose lives have been lived fully, who have stayed 

positive to the end, and who have contributed so much to all of us.  They are 

my mentors.  I will try to tread where they have trod, keep right on to the 

end of the road.” 

Michael gives two examples of lives lived fully.  First Judith Kerr, author of 

‘The Tiger who came to Tea,’ ‘When Hitler stole Pink Rabbit,’ and the ‘Mog’ 

books.  Judith passed away in 2019 but what a legacy she left.  A child 

refugee from Nazi Germany, who lived through family tragedy, loss and grief, 

put up with living alone and worked through living alone.  Well into her mid 

90’s she kept right on to the end, with her 

memories, cat, family and friends.  She 

travelled widely, walked five miles every day, 

talked and painted at schools, festivals and 

libraries and enjoyed a whisky last thing at 

night!  

In the article, Michael also mentions Roger 

Bannister who died in 2018, and who, as a 

young doctor in 1954 had broken the four-minute mile. Roger had modestly 
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continued on into old age working in medicine, in neurology, remaining an 

inspiration to all even as he became increasingly immobilised by Parkinson’s 

Disease.  He kept on going, kept right on with the same determination he had 

shown when he willed himself through the tape in 1954. 

We can all draw inspiration from those who have remained active and 

positive to the end of their lives. 

For some, the evidence of old age is with us when we look into the mirror, by 

increasing visits to doctors, dentists and appointments at the hospital. Then 

as Michael alludes to, are “the difficulties of losing old friends, neighbours, 

and family.  Not sure you ever get used to being an orphan.  That’s maybe the 

worst of being old, and getting older.  There are more people you miss, and 

with everyone that goes, you are more alone.” 

So, does Michael feel downhearted? NO. He continues……... 

“In the village where we live in Devon, we are a small community, with an 

average age of over 75.  Every Tuesday lunchtime, the pub puts on a lunch for 

the older villagers.  It costs £5 a head for a three-course meal. 20 or 30 will 

turn up, a chance to meet, to talk of old times, to remember together.  The 

village consists of a couple of dozen cottages, a village hall, - once the old 

school, closed over 60 years ago now - the pub, the church, the chapel.  It is a 

living community that has a strong tradition of looking after our old people.  

Families look after their own elderly as best they can, so elderly are looking 

after elderly more and more.  It is a place where the old are valued, 

respected and cared for.  And it is a place where I witness daily the courage 

and dignity of the old.  They too are my mentors……… I will try to emulate 

them all, Judith Kerr, Sir Roger Bannister, the old folk of my village, as best I 

can.  I’ll keep right on.”  

Article submitted by Doreen Vickers and abridged by Cathy Webster  
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FURTHER AFIELD                                                                                                              

                      ST JAMES’S CHURCH, PICCADILLY, LONDON 

There have been many times during our visits to London when we favoured 

attending a Sunday Eucharist service at the renowned St James’s Church in 

Piccadilly, but for one reason or another it has never happened.  On this 

occasion in 2019, we were in London over an extended December weekend 

and staying at a nearby hotel, only a short bus ride from the church.  We 

stumbled upon St James’s Church some years ago after wandering off 

Piccadilly into the church forecourt where a craft market was being staged.  

We later drifted into the church itself and were fortunate enough to be 

treated to a full-scale rehearsal for the upcoming carol service! St James’s 

Church is surrounded by several well-known London landmarks such as The 

Ritz Hotel, Fortnum and Mason, the Royal Academy of Arts, and the unique 

shopping arcades; Burlington, Royal, Princes and Piccadilly.  It was designed 

and built by Christopher Wren and was consecrated on 13th July 1684. 

The church faces a problem similar to many city-centre places of worship; 

surrounded by shops, restaurants, hotels and famous buildings, but housing a 

relatively small resident population.  However, it has managed to grow the 

congregation and has gained a reputation as being a progressive, liberal and 

campaigning church.  The weekly ‘Notices’ sheet supports this commendable 

reputation as the one we picked up referred to talks and events about 

Asylum Seekers, Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking, Fairtrade, Climate 

Change, LGBTQ+ and Animal Welfare, among others.  The incumbent rector, 

The Revd Lucy Winkett, will be well known to Radio 4 listeners, as she is often 

invited to present ‘Thought for the Day’. 

Although not full, the morning Eucharist service was very well attended.  We 

found the congregation friendly and genuinely welcoming, particularly during 

the peace when established members came out of their way to offer us a 
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greeting.  After the service they were interested to know where we were 

from and for how long we were staying in London. 

As we have discovered on visits to Anglican services in far flung places, the 

service at St James’s was virtually identical to the one we are familiar with 

back home.  An interesting procedural difference, however, concerned the 

Eucharist, where the congregation moved forward as one to form three large, 

full circles around the altar, creating a warm, spirited atmosphere as the 

bread wafers and wine were served.   

The experience set us on our way back to The Strand on foot to enjoy a light 

lunch at Covent Garden, and a visit to the amazing Museum of London, near 

St Paul’s, in the afternoon.                                                                     Les Webster 

                                                                                                                     

   

OUR LOCAL COMMUNITY    

Matters of local community interest, activities 

and issues 

Since Covid 19 hit the UK the effect on the mental health of many in our 

communities has been disastrous.  Across all ages, some individuals have felt 

anxious, isolated and lonely. 

Dr Julian Abel, a former Consultant in Palliative Care and Director of the 

charity Compassionate Communities UK, has investigated the unique sense of 

community spirit in Frome, Somerset and how this has impacted on 

emergency admissions to hospital.  Studies have proved that good social 

relationships can have a greater effect on making people live longer than 

quitting smoking and alcohol, regular exercise, weight loss and a healthy diet. 

Dr Abel says ‘Oxytocin, the socialising hormone, has all kinds of health-giving 

benefits, including reducing our blood pressure and improving our immune 
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system, so that when we become more social and are engaged in 

compassion, love, laughter and friendship, it has an absolutely profound 

effect on all of us in all kinds of ways’ 

It has always been important for those who are able, to look out for their 

neighbours.  It has been crucial during lockdown for those who have been 

self-isolating or shielding.  A note through the door, a chat through a window 

or a friendly non-intrusive telephone call may have made a real difference to 

someone.  More so, if essential items of shopping or prescriptions have been 

needed.  Interestingly, since the pandemic occurred, many people have 

indicated that they have happily interacted with neighbours with whom they 

have never spoken to before. In our local media we can read about people 

looking after one another, specific groups having sprung up to support those 

in need, delivering meals to families, providing transport for medical 

appointments, delivering books and newspapers and for immediate 

neighbours, setting up local WhatsApp or Zoom groups.  All these actions 

surely make us all feel happier in the environment in which we live? 

During our lives, it is important we all feel and stay connected within our 

locality.  If you feel disconnected, why not think about this and perhaps take 

steps to achieve change? You could; 

• think about what motivates you and find others with similar interests 

through local groups.  

• start a group if you can’t find one you like. (Perhaps in your local 

café, community centre or church. 

• consider volunteering for your local foodbank or a local charity. 

• without invading privacy, find time to have a gentle chat with your 

neighbours. 

• make an effort to check on vulnerable neighbours and to get to know 

those who live in your immediate vicinity. 

Under normal circumstances in Cinnamon Brow and Fearnhead, we are 

fortunate to have, our Church Cafés, Mums and Toddlers Groups, Community 
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Centre Socials, Knitting and Reading groups, Breakfast Clubs, Library, etc.  

Perhaps in the future we can strive further to innovate more and energise 

our locality?  For example, Wigan ‘Men’s Sheds’ in Platt Bridge, (there is also 

Women’s Sheds), is a service focussed on supporting people in isolation of all 

ages.  This national organisation provides a social setting where men can 

come along to the venue, have a brew, chat and share interests.  (One group 

recently produced components for perspex face masks, others have pursued 

other joinery projects.)  

A network of local individuals has the potential to build stronger communities 

whatever the future holds. It’s all about meeting people in a similar position 

with a shared interest.   Is there something you could do for our community?    

                                                                                                                             Editors 

                       Inspired by the work of GP, Dr Helen Kingston, Frome Medical                

Practice & ‘The Compassion Project’ By Julian Abel & Lindsay Clarke   
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MEDIA VIEW  

 

Details of regular TV & Radio programmes, documentaries & films, all with 

religious content: 

BBC1 TV:            Sundays         13.15                        ‘Songs of Praise’ 

BBC Radio2:      Sundays          06.00-07.00           ‘The Sunday Hour’ 

                            Sundays          07.00-09.00           ‘Good Morning Sunday’ 

                         

BBC Radio4:      Daily               09.45(LW Only)      ‘Daily Service’ 

                            Daily(Ex Sun) 05.43                        ‘Prayer for the Day’ 

                            Sundays         05.43                        ‘Bells on Sunday’ 

                            Mondays       00.45                        ‘Bells on Sunday’ 

                            Sundays         06.05 & 23.30         ‘Something Understood’ 

                            Sundays         07.10                        ‘Sunday’ 

                            Sundays         08.10                        ‘Sunday Worship’ 

 

BBC Local Radio 

Merseyside:     Sundays          06.00-09.00             ‘Daybreak’ 

Manchester:    Sundays          06.00-09.00             ‘Mike Shaft’ 

Lancashire:       Sundays         06.00-09.00             ‘Joe Wilson’ 

 

BBC World 

Service:             Various          Various                     ‘Heart and Soul’ 

 

Premier Christian Radio:   Digital TV Channel  725 

 

The Editors welcome suggestions of religious media which may be of future 

interest to readers. 
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A MESSAGE TO REVD. TRACEY, ON BEHALF OF THE CONGREGATION OF THE 

CHURCH OF THE RESURRECTION 

 

Throughout the Corona Pandemic ‘Lockdown’ and despite having to ‘shield’ 

yourself, you have; 

  

• supported us and guided us via ‘Warbling’s from the Vicarage’  

 

• helped maintain our faith by providing us with weekly readings and 

scripture 

 

• provided us with a weekly written and meaningful sermon 

 

• contacted many of us via a weekly telephone call providing a cheerful 

and supportive ear 

 

• supported us with personal prayers 

 

• kept us up to date with both local and national developments within 

our church  

 

• supported those who may have felt isolated and helped keep us 

cheerful 

 

• encouraged us all throughout to Pray, Read, Learn, Tell, Serve, Give 

 

Thank you so much Revd Tracey, we hope you enjoy some well-earned 

autumn respite! 

God Bless you and your Family 
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CHOICES 

 

We do not ask to be born. 

We do not, most of us, choose to die, 

nor do we choose the time and conditions of our passing, 

but within all this realm of choicelessness we do choose how we shall 

live……… 

 

Courageously or craven.  

Honourably or dishonourably. 

With purpose or adrift. 

 

We decide what is important and what is trivial in life. 

We decide what makes us significant is what we do or what we refuse 

to do. 

 

We decide. 

 

We choose 

 

And so our lives are formed. 

 

ANON 

 

 

OUR DIOCESAN PRAYER 

 

Loving Father,  

by your grace we long to see more people knowing Jesus,  

and more justice in your world. 

Help us to live as your disciples in the power of the Spirit 

and to work to your praise and glory, Amen 
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CONTACT DETAILS  

Revd. Tracey McLoughlin - 01925 823108 

 The Church of the Resurrection, St Bridget’s Close, Cinnamon Brow, 

Warrington, Cheshire, WA2 0EW 

 

For Baptisms, Weddings, etc. 

Please contact one of our Church Wardens: 

Church Warden - Mrs Sheila Taylor - 01925 694092 

Church Warden - Catherine Smaller – 07860 231540 

Deputy Church Warden - Mr Chris Smaller - 01925 821461 

Deputy Church Warden - Mrs Lynn Bristow - 01925 814602 

Treasurer – Mr Marc Harrison-Gabbott – 07985 803636 

Secretary – Mrs Sue Heelam – 01925 819812 

Magazine Editors - Cathy & Les Webster - 01925 824415 

Email: cathywwebster@aol.com 

For further information: 

Website: www.resurrection.org.uk 

SCHOOLS 

Cinnamon Brow Church of England Primary School  

Head Teacher: Rachel Pimblett 

Tel: 01925 821108 

Brook Acre Community Primary School 

Head Teacher:  Jo Holmes 

Tel: 01925 815827 
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